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ABSTRACT
This thesis develops a statistical methodology, based on 
early counts, for prediction of final outcomes in Australian 
House of Representatives elections. The basis of the method 
is that early counts, after being reduced to a two party 
preferred vote for each Division, can be corrected for bias 
which typically arises in early returns because of the non­
representative nature of the sample. An analysis based on 
two party swing is used to predict results in Divisions 
where no counts have been recorded. The model provides 
estimates of variance from which statements on the probabil­
istic uncertainty of the seat being won by either party can 
be made.
Basically the method requires the assumptions that 
patterns of bias will remain consistent from one election to 
the next and that average swing is a useful predictor where 
no information is available. That is, there are no violent 
fluctuations from State to State or between Divisions within 
States. It is also assumed that electoral redistributions 
will not greatly affect the nature of the bias in each of 
the new Divisions.
The method is evaluated using data from the 1974, 1975 
and 1977 elections for NSW Divisions only. Predictions are 
made for the 1975 data based on an analysis of the 1974 
data. An analysis of the pooled 1974 and 1975 data provides 
input for predictions of the 1977 result. The results of 
these analyses suggest that the model performs satisfactorily 
and it certainly offers much more than the methods currently
used.
1§1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of election night forecasting is an interesting 
and truly statistical one and recurs regularly, particularly 
in recent years. There has been little publication in this 
area and, as far as I am aware, no attempt has been made to 
develop a statistical model for forecasting the result of an 
Australian election based on early returns. Several statistical 
methods have been proposed for predicting the result of a 
British General Election; the most well known of those 
being Kendall and Stuart's (1950) famous cube law. More 
recently Brown and Payne (1975) have developed a statistical 
model based on a modified ridge regression approach and have 
used it, with some degree of success, to forecast subsequent 
election results. Little has been published in the projection 
of American election results but Godfrey (1975) suggests 
that the methodology used by Tukey and others is very similar 
to the Brown and Payne method.
The use of statistical models for election night fore­
casting has been made possible by the recent rapid developments 
in computer technology. The larger capacity and increased 
speed of computers developed in the last decade has meant it 
is now possible, not only to summarize large quantities of 
data but also to perform sophisticated analyses and make 
projections from such data.
Prediction of elections can be considered in terms of 
three time horizons - the long term view, several weeks 
ahead and on election night. Detailed analyses and discussions 
on historical aspects of Australian elections are presented 
in papers by Mackerras (1972) and others. For predictive
purposes these are, of course, of limited values, because of 
the rapidly changing political climate. This has become 
more apparent in recent years.
Several weeks before an election we hear and read many 
forecasts of the likely outcome. Most of these are based on 
results of public opinion polls, the current status of the 
contesting parties, and other indicators such as results in 
recent State elections and by-elections. Critics of opinion 
polls have maintained that results of surveys on political 
questions do not express the true opinions people would 
reveal if allowed to actually vote on them. Some argue 
(Simon (1954)) that the publication of results from polls 
actually influences voting behaviour. In any case, events 
associated with the campaign in the week prior to an election 
may considerably alter the voting pattern.
The real excitement in forecasting the outcome occurs 
on the night of the election itself, when the bulk of the 
count is done. The media obviously enjoy forecasting and 
spend large sums of money on presenting an elaborate coverage 
of the count itself, featuring party officials, journalists 
and political commentators. The prime purpose of the 
competition between channels is to be the first in pronouncing 
the winner; a game which obviously provides entertainment 
for many viewers.
This thesis is concerned with prediction based on early 
counts. A model is developed based on a detailed analysis 
of previous elections. Because of the magnitude of the task 
of coding, transcribing and processing such large amounts of 
data, the analysis has been restricted to a subset of 
constituencies; only NSW Divisions are considered.
3However the methodology developed here should be readily 
applicable to the remaining constituencies.
Firstly the Australian election system and associated 
problems of prediction on election night are discussed.
This is followed by an account of current methods used by 
forecasters. Section 4 deals with modelling aspects, in 
particular the underlying assumptions. Section 5 deals with 
the availability and the acquisition of historical data and 
presents methods of condensing this information in a form 
suitable for development of a statistical model. The model 
development is given in Section 6 and the analysis is discussed 
in detail in Section 7. Results are presented in Section 8 
and finally comments on the presentation of results, the 
potential usage of the model and possible extensions and 
modifications are given in Section 9.
It should be said at the outset that this is an attempt 
to provide a statistically based prediction of the likely 
final result. In no way does it purport to replace expert 
commentators; but rather it is an attempt to provide them 
with some supplementary evidence on which to base the 
predictions. There will remain a need for the intuition and 
judgement of experienced commentators.
4§2. PSEPHOLOGY
The Australian electoral system is based on a number of 
single-member seats, 127 in the 1974, 1975 elections, 
currently 124. In each seat, every registered voter has one 
compulsory vote for the candidates nominated by the parties.
For a vote to be valid a number indicating the voter's 
preference must be recorded beside the name of each candidate. 
At the count the first preferences are counted; if no candidate 
has an absolute majority the candidate with the smallest 
primary vote is eliminated and his second preferences are 
distributed among the remaining candidates. If an absolute 
majority has still not been reached the second preferences 
of the candidate with the lowest total are distributed.
This process continues until an absolute majority is achieved.
Australian elections are essentially contests between 
three major parties - the Labor, Liberal and Country parties.
In practice it is a two team contest - the Labor party 
versus the Liberal-Country Party coalition. A vote for a 
minor party is a nominal vote only as the real vote is the 
preference vote. The magnitude of the vote to minor parties 
may influence actions and policies of the major parties but 
only effect the actual outcome through preferences.
Bill and Michael Maley (1975) have analysed past 
Australian elections (1910-1974) and formulate a model of a 
normal Australian election. Their main conclusions are
that in a normal election:
5(a) seats tend to move in one direction only;
(b) elections tend not to be close - since 1913 only six of 
the twenty-seven elections could be considered to be 
close;
(c) electoral boundaries are biased in that the A.L.P. can 
lose an election even if it gains 51-52% of the two 
party preferred vote; and
(d) swing in urban areas is generally of greater magnitude 
than in rural areas.
Since 1974 the Australian political scene has become more 
fluid and so there is less likelihood of the above principles 
applying. However, in a general sense, they remain true.
§3. CURRENT METHODS
On election night the television stations provide a 
coverage of the progress of the count. Their main objectives 
are to provide, in an entertaining fashion, viewers with 
information on: Which party is likely to win? How big will
the majority be? Who is likely to win in my (the viewer's) 
seat? Some channels, for example the ABC, present a complete, 
uninterrupted coverage until midnight, whereas others provide 
15-30 minute segments between other programs. Whatever the 
coverage, the viewer typically sees the count for each 
candidate in each division as they are received from the 
Divisional electoral offices. Data for each party are then 
aggregated and presented on a national, State and rural 
versus urban basis. Additional statistics, given on a 
Divisional, State and national basis, are percentage swing, 
and percentage of the enrolment counted.
It is from these basic statistics and the local knowledge 
of the expert that the predictions are made. Summaries of 
these predictions provide some guidance as to the likely 
state of the parties and hence the makeup of the new parliament.
"The concept of electoral swing has conventionally been 
regarded as the most useful tool to measure overall movement 
of public support from one party to another at elections.
It is widely and constantly used by journalists", Mackerras 
(1975). Mackerras goes on to discuss the reasons the swing 
concept is so widely used. These are:
(1) as a predictor;
(2) for analysis of regional voting patterns;
and
(3) as a guide to public opinion.
Several measures of swing have been defined. The most 
widely used both in Australia and Britain is the conventional 
swing. This is defined, for, say, the Labor party, as the 
average of the Labor party's increase in the share of the 
formal votes and the Liberal party's decrease. A positive 
value of x% thus indicates a swing to the Labor party of x% 
since the previous election. Once the vote has been converted 
to a two-party preferred vote (to be discussed later) the 
swing is simply a change in that party's share of the two- 
party preferred vote.
Prior to the 1977 election, Mackerras (1977) published 
a simple guide to show how the parties would fare in the 
1977 election once a swing became evident. This was in the 
form of an electoral pendulum and was based on an estimate 
of the percentage swing required for each seat to change 
hands. "The pendulum is based on the assumption of a 
uniform swing. It does not pretend to predict the size or 
direction of the swing. It merely predicts the result in 
seats given certain degrees of swing" Mackerras (1978b). 
Several authors, Elaine Thompson and Tom Wheelwright (1978), 
Sharman (1978) and Austen (1978) have queried the basic 
assumption (the swing as derived from the two party preferred 
vote) and hence the validity of the pendulum. Nevertheless 
the two party preferred vote facilitates analysis of election 
data and so has been adopted here.
Probably the most important consideration in developing 
a model for the Australian system is to take account of bias 
that often occurs in the counts, particularly the early 
counts. The fact is that in many Divisions the counts are
8received in a certain order and so do not form a representative 
sample. For example, in some rural seats the early counts 
often come from polling booths in the larger country towns 
and thus will often favour the Labor party. On the other 
hand the late votes and in particular, postal votes will 
often favour the Liberal-Country party.
Most experts when making predictions on election night 
will make some adjustment to the primary data for these 
biases. However it is usually done subjectively and is 
certainly not done quantitatively. Ideally, knowledge is 
required of the exact polling booths from which the counts 
came; this information is generally not available.
In this paper an attempt is made to model and hence 
make adjustments for these biases. This was done by an 
analysis of some previous elections and is discussed in
detail in Section 6.
§4. UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS
We now look at some of the problems of election night 
forecasting, and state the assumptions on which the model is 
to be based.
As mentioned in section 3 one of the main difficulties 
arises from the way in which counts are received. These 
counts do not form a representative sample of the electorate 
as a whole or more particularly of a constituency. To model 
these biases we have to assume that the past is a model of 
the present. That is, that information about previous 
elections will be relevant to the election for which the 
model is being applied. If the pattern of voting remains 
consistent from one election to the next then a description 
in the form of a statistical model of these patterns will be 
extremely useful. On the other hand if there is lack of 
consistency then any adjustment for bias will be of limited 
value. However this knowledge is relevant when quantifying 
the probabilistic uncertainty of a particular outcome. 
Obviously the longer the series of elections that are 
considered for this analysis, the more precise the description 
of the Divisional voting patterns will be.
In an analysis of 'percentage swing it is necessary to 
make an assumption about the overall trend - whether it is 
national, State-wide or rural versus urban within States.
As mentioned previously the swing tends to be the same in 
all Divisions. Don Aitken (pers. comm) ranks the six States 
according to their unpredictability as follows: WA, Tas.,
Qld., SA, NSW, Vic. West Australians and Tasmanians, being 
the most parochial and insular, are more subject to the 
influence of local issues and so are less likely to follow 
national trends in their voting behaviour.
Because of time differences, counts from Western States 
are recorded later than those in the Eastern States. These 
time differences are even greater in the summer months, when 
Federal elections are often held, as some States, e.g.
Western Australia and Queensland, do not adopt daylight 
saving. Further, the time at which first counts are recorded 
varies considerably from Division to Division within States.
As prediction is at a premium early in the night a method 
for predicting the vote in seats where no counts have been 
returned has to be developed on the assumption that the 
swing is consistent.
We also assume that there will be no violent fluctuations 
from one election to another. Erosion of party loyalties is 
usually small and we exclude the possibility of one of the 
smaller parties winning a seat. According to Don Aitkin 
(pers. comm.) there has been some evidence in recent years 
that the proportion of voters committed to a party has 
declined. Even so it remains at somewhere near 85% and so 
elections are decided by a small number of voters; such 
voters are sometimes referred to as swinging voters.
A considerable problem presented in the 1977 election 
was that boundaries in many constituencies were redrawn.
The number of constituencies was decreased from 127 to 124 
and major changes were carried out in about 40% of the 
constituencies. As the main source of data for analysis and 
prediction are the progressive counts, the redistribution 
posed major problems. Since progressive counts are not 
recorded on a sub-divisional basis the best that can be done 
is to assume that the redrawn constituency will be of the
same type. That is if, for example, the early votes showed 
a bias to the ALP before the redistribution then this would 
remain true for the new constituency.
As far as an analysis of swing is concerned Malcolm 
Mackerras (1978a and pers. comm.) has produced national 
final results for the 1975 constituencies where major changes 
had been made; not simply changes in the boundaries but 
rather major changes in political character of the constituency. 
This involved estimating, from the subdivision enrolments, 
what the result would have been in the 1975 election if it 
had been fought on the 1977 boundaries. These data were 
used for predictions based on swing in constituencies in the 
1977 election where no counts had been recorded.
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§ 5. DATA REDUCTION
Since the 1974 election the Australian Electoral Office 
has recorded for each Division the count at half hourly 
intervals together with the time of last entry. These data 
are recorded from 8.30pm on the night of the count through 
to 2.30am on the following morning. Unfortunately this 
information is not published and is available only from 
computer printouts held at the Electoral Office in Canberra. 
Progressive counts and percentage analyses on some of the 
more interesting seats are given by Mackerras in his election 
guides.
The cumulative counts for all New South Wales Divisions 
for the 1974, 1975 and 1977 elections were transcribed from 
the Electoral Office records and punched on cards for 
subsequent analyses. An example of a typical record is 
given below.
L.ÜWE MS In I .1- .l_P l 72, ISO)
VOTES t n sw I r: G
b :nule 700 . 3 + i . a
HALL ALP It,437 4 2 „ 3 + 1 . 7
MCMAHON LP 17/803 4S . 7 - 6.1
TRUSS DEM 1 , 362 2.5 ■i- 5.5
FORMAL 35 , 332 97.2 - c is
}. MFORMAL 1 , 036 2 . 8 0 . ü
TOTAL 37 , 028 50 . S
LAST ENTRY A r 22." HRS ESST 10/12/77
In a predictive context there is a problem not only of 
deciding the proportions of first preferences going to each 
party but also of deciding how the second preferences will
be distributed.
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One way to overcome this difficulty is to convert all total 
votes going to the two major parties to a two-party preferred 
vote (Mackerras, 1972). That is, take a priori fixed 
proportions of the total votes going to each of the minor 
parties and add them to the respective two-party totals. In 
effect a pseudo-preference distribution is being done to 
convert the contest into a two-party only contest.
In some close seats in previous elections actual 
preferences have been distributed; in these cases the 
actual proportions are known. In all other cases an estimate 
of the two-party preferred vote for progressive counts was 
based on a notional-preference distribution. Of course on 
the night of the count of the election for which a forecast 
is required the preference proportions are not known; these 
have to be fixed in advance. Naturally these have to be 
provided by an expert.
tn 
id
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§ 6. MODEL DEVELOPMENT
(a) Model for bias
Consider a Division where for n ^  formal votes counted
the preferred ALP vote is given by n i# where i = l...m; m
being the number of separate reports. The number of reports
can vary from 4 to 9. Expressing the counts as proportions
we have IK = nai/nfi, the proportion of preferred votes
going to the ALP, and = n^/N^, the formal votes counted
as a proportion of the number N_ of enrolled voters. nE m
will he the final proportions of preferred votes going to
m
the ALP. Let N = £ nf. be the total number of formal
i=l 11
votes.
A plot of Hi~ JIm against x^ will reveal the nature of the 
bias, if any, in the progressive counts. To illustrate, 
Fig. 1 shows this graph for the Division of Calare, 1974 
election.
0.1200 +--- ---- +-------- +--- :
0.1111 I # I
0.1021 I I
0.0932 I I
0.0842 I I
0.0753 I I
0.0GG3 I I
0.0574 I •H- I
0.0484 I I
0.0305 I I
0.0305 I I
0.0218 I ■H- # I
0.0128 I I
0.0037 I * I
-0.0053 I I
-0.0142 I I
-0.0232 I . I
-0.0321 I I
-0.0411 I I
-0.0500 H— -- -----h--- ----- y-- ----- 4-- ------ -1--- ----- +
0 .00 0.20 0 . 40 0.80 0.80 1.00
DOTE COUNTED
FIG. 1. OBSERVED CUMULATIVE BIAS DIVISION OF CALARE
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A fit of a statistical model to data of this type is 
fraught with difficulties. The major problem is that because 
we have cumulative counts the associated error terms are 
certain to be correlated. Rather than develop a model to 
take account of the correlated error structure it seemed 
more appropriate to consider incremental data or actual 
counts rather than cumulative counts.
From the cumulative counts n . and n£. we derive An .ai fi ai
and Anfi, the incremental preferred ALP and formal counts 
respectively. Let 6IT^ = An^/An^ be the proportion of 
preferred votes going to the ALP votes from the additional 
^nfi counts* A plot of 63^ = 6IK - Hm against
= (nfi ~ (An^^/2))/NE shows the pattern of bias in 
progressive batches of counts. Fig. 2 illustrates this for 
the Division of Calare, 1974.
-ft
0.120 +-- ----- + — ------ +-- ----- +-------- -^---- ----y
0.107 ■ft I
0.095 I I
0.082 I ft I
0.0G9 I I
0.057 I* I
0.044 I ft ft I
B 0.032 I I
I 0.019 I I
A 0.00 G I I
S -0.00G I I
-0.019 I I
-0.032 I I
-0.044 I I
-0.057 I -ft I
-0.0G9 I I
-0.082 I ■ft I
-0.095 I I
-0.107 I I
-0.120 H--- ----- + — ------ +--- ---- -i---- --- +
0 .00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00
FIG. 2. OBSERVED BIAS - DIVISION OF CALARE
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For simplicity the model used to smooth this pattern of 
bias was a standard weighted polynomial regression model of 
up to degree three, viz.
2 36ß.= an + ouZ. + a~Z . + a0 Z. + e . (1)1 0 l i  2 i  3 i  1
where the were assumed normally distributed with expectation 
zero and
(1_(Anfi/N )} • « I d - s i ) .  (infi)2Y
variance = --------- —--------------------------
(Anr.-1). A n . f 1 f 1
/v  /s.
where 611. = II +63-.1 m 1
The above variance is an estimate of the variance of a 
proportion in a cluster sampling scheme, where the cluster 
size is An^. and y is the portability parameter. As such, 
it is likely to be an overestimate of the true variance as 
the votes received are typically an aggregate of the votes 
from a number of polling booths. An analysis by Brewer 
(1978) showed a suitable value for y for election data to be 
approximately 0.875. As the 6IK have relatively small range 
the weighting variate will be proportional to (An^) 4, a 
value which seems intuitively reasonable as we do not wish 
to weight-down too much observations based on relatively 
small samples. This is particularly important for early 
counts as this is where biases are likely to be large. As 
the weights depend on the parameters an iterative fit was 
required.
JL /
From the smoothed curve the average cumulative bias 
after x^ votes have been counted is given by
/\ 1 -i- ^
/ 6ß. dz
xi 0
(2)
A  A  A  A  2  A  2
where 63 = ao + aiz + a2z + a3z ' t*ie Pre<3icted
/\ A
incremental bias ; a^.-.a^ being the least squares estimates
of ..a^  respectively.
If we let V be the estimated variance - covariance
/\ /*V /S.
matrix of a.^ . . .a^ , then the variance of a new 3^ corresponding 
to x^ formal votes counted is given by
2s /w^ + x^ ' V x^
2 3 2where x^ is the vector (1, x^/2 , x^ /3, x^ /4); s is the 
residual mean square from the fit and w^ is the estimated 
weight. The derivation of this formula follows by analogy
/N
with regression theory and the fact that 3^  is an infinite 
sum.
Thus for a new election if we observe a proportion IK 
out of x^ formal votes counted, going to the ALP, then the 
adjusted proportion is given as
"i = ni + ßi • (3)
Applying a correction for the fact that we are dealing with 
a finite population we have as an estimate of the variance 
of n .
(4)W i = (1-(nf i/0.95NE ) ) (sZ/wi + x^ V x^) .
On average the total informal count is approximately 5% of 
the enrolment; hence the multiplier 0.95. The estimates 
li. and W. are obtained for each of the k Divisions.l l
(b) Model for swing
From the predicted vote at time i, IK, an estimate of 
the swing can be derived. It is simply the difference 
between the predicted vote and the final preferred vote at 
the previous election and thus is adjusted for bias in the 
early counts. If we let y^ represent the two-party swing 
at time i for the kth constituency then we assume a standard 
regression model of the form (omitting the subscript i)
Y] Mo + h + ,Jrnk + rV nk + £k (5)
where is a set of parameters representing a factor 
corresponding to types of constituencies, say urban and 
rural and IT*? is the final preferred ALP proportion from the 
previous election. The term allows the slope associated
with the covariate n?, to vary for each level of the factor. 
We assume the are normally distributed with expectation 
zero and variance given by (4).
For a seat k say, where no count has been recorded we 
estimate the swing by
yk = t + h + + Vk (6)
where y , y^ and are the weighted least squares
estimates of yQ , , y^ and respectively; the weights
being the reciprocal of the variances given in (4).
The predicted proportion of votes going to the ALP for the 
kth seat is therefore given by
nk = + Yk ' prediction variance
wk = s R + 5k u 5k
2where s is the residual mean square from the fit, U is the 
variance-covariance matrix of the parameters and the vector
*k = [l, t, n°, tn°] ,
where t is an indicator variable equalling unity if the seat 
is classified as urban and zero if it is rural. This method is 
similar to the approach used by Brown and Payne (1974).
However their model was somewhat more complicated and they 
used ridge regression to estimate the parameters.
/s,
If we regard as a predictor of the final outcome at
time i for the kth seat, an estimate of the probability that 
seat k will go to the Labor party is
Pki = U ( S ki- 0 . 5 ) / ^ - }
where $ is the standard normal distribution function.
(c) Confidence interval for total number of seats 
Following Brown and Payne (1974) we derive confidence 
intervals for T, the total number of seats going to the 
Labor party as follows. Let 1^ be an indicator random 
variable taking value 1 if the seat is won by the ALP and 
zero otherwise, k = 1...45 in our case. Therefore
20
45
T = E 
k=l
and
45 45
E (T) = E Ed,) = E p = T . 
k=l K k=l K
Also
var(T) = var (E I, ) = E varl, + 2EE cov(L ,1-) •
k K k k<j K 3
For our purposes we assume cov(I, ,1,) = 0. This isK J
not true for seats which are predicted by the swing analysis
as they depend on the common parameters \i, T and n. Now
A A /\ 4 5 /\ /\
var(I^) is estimated by p^(l-p^) and thus var(T)% E p^(l-p^).
k=l
Assuming normality of T, 95% confidence intervals are obtained 
by
T ± 1.96/var(T) .
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§7. ANALYSIS
(a) Calculation of preferred votes
Estimates and actual preferred votes for final counts 
are published in Mackerras' Election Guides (1972, 1975, 
1978a). Unfortunately the a priori proportions for distri­
bution of the preferences of each of the other candidates 
are not published nor are they available from the author. 
Consequently, for the purposes of this study, allocation of 
preferences had to be done by summing the final votes of the 
other candidates and using the published preferred votes to 
derive an overall proportion. These proportions were then 
used to allocate preferences and derive the progressive 
preferred votes. In the case of only one other candidate 
this, of course, gives the proportions originally used by 
Mackerras. Where two or more other candidates contest the 
seat it gives an average proportion. In many Divisions the 
majority of the other votes tend to go to only one of the 
minor parties contesting and so the derived proportions will 
not differ markedly from those originally used by Mackerras.
The computer program used for checking the data and 
calculating preferred votes together with an example of an 
input record is given in Appendix A. Data checks were done 
by simply summing the formal votes and testing that these 
matched the differences between total votes and informal 
votes. The program was written such that output could be 
either in the form of cumulative preferred and formal votes 
or actual votes.
From these outputs, graphs of preferred ALP votes 
against proportion of vote counted (or time) could readily 
be obtained. Graphs for each Division are not presented
22
here but are available from the author. Several such graphs 
are given in Figures 1 and 2 Section 6. The output records 
were also in a suitable form for input to other programs for 
analysis.
(b) Model for bias
The method finally adopted is described in detail in 
Section 6. Of the several alternatives considered the most 
elegant was to assume a logit linear form. There were two 
major difficulties with this model. Firstly the usual 
iterative weights are based on binomial variance alone and 
so take no account of finite sampling variance. Secondly, 
back transformation and subsequent calculation of average 
cumulative bias becomes mathematically messy.
Estimates of average bias for adjusting the 1977 counts 
were derived by fitting model (1) to the pooled 1974 and 
1975 data. As the Z^'s are not the same for both years this 
leads to estimates which differ from those obtained by 
fitting a constant to take account of the mean differences 
between the Slip's. However errors arising from use of the 
former method were considered negligible relative to the 
overall lack of fit error. Thus, for convenience the former 
method was used.
To avoid overfitting, a backwards elimination method was 
used. Initially a cubic polynomial in the Z's was fitted.
The cubic term was then dropped from the model and if the 
residual mean square increased it was reintroduced; if not 
it was left out and the quadratic term was dropped and so
on.
As the variances of the residuals from the fit depend 
on the parameter values, iteration was required. Convergence 
was generally rapid and so estimates after only two itera­
tions were considered satisfactory. For programming convenience 
(and to minimise, cost) iteration was used for cubic models 
only. Weights estimated from the full model were used for 
fitting lower order models. The GENSTAT program for fitting 
model (1) and saving on file the parameter estimates together 
with their variance-covariance matrix is given in Appendix 
B. An example of a fit to the 1974 data from the Division 
of Banks is given in Table 1.
_0 ... REGRESSION ANALYSIS Ü DIVISION OF BANKS -
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The observed data and the fitted values are plotted in Fig. 3.
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To test the accuracy of the method, predictions were done 
using the data from which the estimates were derived. As 
expected the predictions were unbiased and no obvious flaws 
in the method were detected. Further a weighting parameter 
9. in the modell
mk nik °i3ik + 6ik '
where and are the observed proportion and predicted
bias at the ith time for the kth constituency, was estimated 
and tested for departure from value 1. For all i there was 
no significant departure; 0 was thus set equal to unity.
This result was confirmed when tested on the 1975 data.
The method of smoothing adopted does not constrain ß^ 
to be zero. However departure from zero was negligible for 
all Divisions. The GENSTAT program for calculating for each 
Division at each time, the predicted average bias, the 
predicted result and its variance is given in Appendix C.
(c) Prediction in Divisions when no votes have been counted.
As we are concerned here only with seats within one 
State the factor represented by the parameter was taken 
to have two levels - urban and rural Divisions. For both 
the 1975 and 1977 elections this factor was significant, 
indicating a difference in swing between country and urban 
constituencies. Also the proportion of preferred ALP vote 
from the previous election was a significant regressor for 
the 1975 election but was not in the analysis of the 1977 
data.
The GENSTAT program for performing these analyses and
/N
subsequently estimating the II^ 's and their variances is 
given in Appendix D. This program was also used to estimate, 
for each constituency at half hourly intervals during the 
count, the probability of it being won by the Labor Party. 
Finally the total number of seats going to the ALP are 
derived together with an approximate confidence interval.
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§ 8. RESULTS AND MODEL EVALUATION
Unfortunately records of predictions made by experts 
on the nights of the 1975 and 1977 elections are not available. 
Thus evaluation of the model in terms of how it compares with 
other predictions (in a real time sense) is not possible.
The real test will occur, if implementation is possible, on 
the night of the 1980 election.
Obviously for the model to be useful we desire early 
predictions to be as close as possible to the final result, 
or at least, to have the confidence limits include the 
final result. Consequently performance of the model is 
assessed here by comparing the predicted result, calculated 
at half hourly intervals, beginning at 9 pm, with the final 
result. Additionally we give predictions based on a simplistic 
model, viz. allocation of seats to the Labor party if the 
proportion of preferred observed vote exceeds 0.50. In 
cases where there are no returns we use the predicted 
proportion.
Figure 4 shows the prediction curve together with 
confidence intervals of the 1974 election. Of course, an 
evaluation of the model based on these results is strictly 
not valid as these data were used as input to the model.
However the graph does show the magnitude of the 95% 
confidence limits and it clearly illustrates that early 
predictions are accurate. There were three or four very 
closely contested seats in this election; hence the error 
by one seat in the final prediction.
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This figure illustrates, perhaps with an underestimate 
of the confidence band, what a prediction curve could be 
if the assumption of consistent bias patterns among elections 
was true. The crude predictions (*'s) illustrates how 
important bias in early counts can be.
The graphs in Figure 5 show the predictions and 
confidence intervals of the number of ALP seats in NSW 
for the 1975 election based on an analysis of the 1974 
results. The curves are to a large extent self-explanatory. 
Early predictions (9-10 pm) show an error of 2-3 seats in 
favour of the Labor party. However the final result lies 
within the 95% confidence limits. In this case we see the 
simple model performs better than the statistically based 
model; an unlikely result, in general.
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To illustrate predictions in individual seats three 
were chosen; one to show an accurate prediction (Fig. 6); 
one unsatisfactory curve (Fig. 7); and a prediction curve in 
a very close seat where confidence limits were clearly too 
narrow (Fig. 8). The reader may be somewhat alarmed at the 
non-zero variance (and confidence interval) for the final 
result in these graphs. The reason is simply that the 
formal vote has not reached 95% of the enrolment and so the 
finite population correction term in formula (4) is non
zero.
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As the analysis is based on only one previous 
election, a different pattern of bias can lead to an 
incorrect adjustment of the observed count. This is 
illustrated for the prediction curve for the seat of 
Cunningham (Fig. 7). Further variances of the predictions 
are likely to be underestimated as there is insufficient 
data to reflect inconsistency in bias patterns.
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The overall performance of the model was even better 
for the 1977 prediction, despite the problem of boundary 
changes. The assumption in this analysis was, that as far 
as bias was concerned, the electorates exhibited the same 
pattern. In the case of the new Division - Dundas - the 
analysis was based on data from the old seat of Parramatta, 
which contributed a substantial proportion of the sub­
divisions to this seat.
wJ JL
The 1977 results are summarized in Figure 9. As was 
the case for the 1975 prediction, there was some instability 
early, but by 10 pm the curves settle down and are never far 
from the final result.
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The predictions for the Divisions of Hume, Cunningham 
and St. George corresponding to Figs. 6-8 are given in 
Figs. 10-12. These also show instability early but by 
10-10.30 pm the predictions are reasonably accurate.
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Predictions and probabilities of the Labor Party 
winning each seat are given for all Divisions for both the 
1975 and 1977 elections in Appendix E.
An extrapolation of the results presented here suggests 
that for the 125 seats approximate 95% confidence intervals 
for the predicted result would be :
Time:
Limit ± No. of seats:
That is, by 10 pm, say, we would expect the final result 
to lie within ± 4 seats of the predicted result, with 95% 
confidence.
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§9. DISCUSSION
As mentioned in the introduction no previous attempts 
have been made to produce a statistical model for forecasting 
the final result, based on early counts, for Australian 
elections. This is somewhat surprising as statistical 
prediction models have been used successfully in the UK and 
USA for some years. Further even the most simplistic model 
would add a good deal of interest to the TV presentation on 
election night. This paper develops a methodology that 
may be useful for such predictions. The basis of the method 
is that early counts can be corrected for any bias that occurs 
because of the non-random way in which votes are counted.
The corrected vote is then used to forecast the result of 
each seat and the overall result.
It should be stressed here that even if the predictions 
are inaccurate, owing to the lack of consistency in the way 
in which votes are recorded, this analysis provides an estimate 
of the variance associated with each prediction. From these 
estimates the probabilistic uncertainty of a seat being won 
by either of the two major parties can be estimated. The 
method also provides an estimate of the variance of the 
predicted number of seats going to either party.
Here emphasis has been placed on statistical methodology 
rather than extensive data analysis. Even so the analysis 
of one third of the total seats in the House of Representatives 
for the elections of 1974, 75 and 77 involved transcription 
and punching of some 40,000 characters. A more satisfactory 
evaluation of the model developed here would involve an 
analysis of all seats. This may be done in the future if 
the approach as outlined here is considered acceptable.
If a television station can be convinced of the value of
such a model it may be fully evaluated on the night of the
1980 House of Representatives election.
Implementation of the model would require a moderate
sized mini computer with capacity to :
(a) store names of candidates and parties and enrolments 
for each Division;
(b) store a priori fixed proportions for a pseudo-distribution 
of preferences of minor parties;
(c) store a file containing regression parameters and their 
variance - covariance matrices;
(d) store variates containing the results from the previous 
election in the form of proportions of the preferred 
vote to the ALP and factors to identify the state and 
electorate type from which each Division comes;
(e) input the vote for each candidate for each Division for 
the current election at half hourly intervals (or even 
shorter intervals, if required); and finally
(f) store and run the necessary programs. These could be 
written in FORTRAN (or maybe another language) and 
involve not much more than routines for performing 
least squares analysis.
The output would provide, among other things :
(a) the predicted result for each seat together with an 
estimate of its variance (or confidence interval) and 
an estimate of the probability that the seat will be 
won by the Labor party;
(b) the predicted number of seats going to either of the 
two major parties, together with a confidence interval. 
These data could be provided on a national and State basis.
Experts could then assess the predictions and provide comment. 
In close seats account could be taken of the possible effect 
of postal votes and predictions modified accordingly.
Whatever form the presentation takes, I believe that 
the inclusion of computer predictions would add intrigue and 
interest to election night on TV. Of course, it would be 
undesirable to pronounce categorically a final outcome early 
in the night as viewers may turn off. However irrespective 
of how good a prediction model is, this possibility is 
unlikely, particularly in close elections.
The methods described attempt to incorporate the 
essential features of the. Australian electoral system.
There are several areas for improvement. Firstly, the 
preference distribution method seems unsatisfactory. It is 
difficult to see how this can be improved but maybe it is 
possible to take, rather than fixed a priori proportions for 
allocation, variable or stochastic allocations. At least an 
estimate of the variance associated with the allocation 
could be incorporated. Secondly, information from all 
Divisions could be used to modify early predictions in all 
Divisions, rather than simply those where no information is 
available. This would involve use of Bayesian or shrinkage 
methods along the lines of Lindley and Smith (1972). It is 
early in the count (up to 10pm) where the model is most 
unstable, as is to be expected.
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APPENDIX A: PROGRAM FOR DATA CHECKlNO AND REDUCTION
E-EC7.P5000.
FTV.Sl .
l g o .
■*E0S
PROGRAM ELECT(INPUT,OUTPUT,TA.°ES0=INPUT»TAPE61 =CUTPDT)
DI TENS ION PAR TY (20) ,1X (20,2 0), PREF(20 M  S'Jh < 10), JSUK (10)
D M E N S  I ON PREALP (10), PALP (10), PT07110), DIV (2)
DIMENSION I T M E ( 1 0 ) , 7 M E ( 1 0 )
DIMENSION :ALP(I0),ICM7(10)»P.REIC0)
DATA T/2HT0T/
DATA A/oHftL?/
DATA PL/3H LP/
READ(GO.1Ö0)iYEAR,STßT 
100 FORMAT(15,A4)
MRITECSl«199)
133 FQRKAT (1H I )
HRITE(G1,118)IY£AR,STAT
118 FORMAT(2X,15,3SH HOUSE CF REPRESENTATIVES ELECTION I,A4,
+10H RESULTS.)
ICQUNT=0
1 IC0UNT=IC0UNT+1 
READ(G0,101)DIV(1),D;V(2),ENROL
101 FORMAT(A8.A3,4X.F5.0)
IF(EOF(SO))95,3
3 :c=o
URITE(S1,lOS)DIV(l),DIV(2)
103 FORMAT15H "  ,2AS,4H " )
IF(I YEAR.N E .1S74)READ< 50.111)(ITIME(I)»1=1,9)
111 FGR.IAK 14X.SIS)
2 IC=IC+1
READ(G0,l02.'PARTY(IC),(lXiIC,j),J=l,l0),PREF(IC)
102 FCRilAK 11X.A3,10IB.F3.2)
IF(PARTYdC).NE.T) GO TO 2
c FILL i n g a p s
DO 4 1=1,IC 
DO 4 J=2,9 
K-J-l
IF(1X(I,J).E3.0) IXCI,J)=iX(I,K)
4 CONTINUE
C CHECK DATA AND CALCULATE 'OTHER' PARTY TOTALS
I C C d C - 2  
I K d C + 1  
I T d C - 1  
CO 5 J-1,10 
I SUM(U )=0
jsuntj)=o
d o s 1 = 1 ,ICC
ISUM {J ) = 15011 (J )+;>(( I, J )
IF(PREFd).NE.0.0)00 TO 23 
jsurt J = j S u n ( j ) d X ( i , u )
GO TO S
23 IF(PARTY(I).EQ.A)ID-I
5 CONTINUE
IX(IK,J )=ISUM(J )
i S U f? t J )' = IX (IC, J - 15 J r. (J ) -1X (IT, J )
IF (IS L< M l J ), N E . 0 J W R 1T E (S 1,10 3) J , IS UM (J ), IX (: X , J ), IX (IC, J ), IX (IT, J )
103 FORMAT<2 X »7H*<*** rllHCHECK FAILS,14,4IS)
5 CONTINUE
C DIST R I S u T E  PREFERENCES, D E RIVE AL? PREFER-D VOTE AND E X P R E S S  - 
C PROP O R T I O N
d o  :o i=i,icc
I f ( I D . N E . D G 2  TG 10 
DO 11 J = 1 r 10
PRE A l P (J > =FLOAT (I X (I ,J )>+-S'JW (J ) *PREF (I ) 
p a l p (J ) = - l .0
I f (I X (I K ,J ).N E .0)P A L P (J )=P R E A L P ( J ) / F L O A T (I X (IXr J ))
P T C 7 < j )= F L O A T (I X {I K i J ))/ENROL 
Iff J.NiE.1)00 TG 13 
:CNT(J)=IX(IK,J)
IALP(J)=PREALP(J)
GO TC 14
13 CO N T I N U E
ICNT(J)= I X ( I X , J ) - i X ( I K , J - l >
I A L P (J )= P R E A L P l J )- P R E A L P (J - 1)
14 C ONTINUE 
PREI(J) = - 1 . 0
If ( I C M  {J ) . N E . 0 ) PREI < j ) =FLOAT ( I ALP( J )) /F L O A T  ( ICNT (J ) )
IF(ITI ME(J).LT.SE3)ITITE(J )=ITIIE(J)+Z400 
ITINE(J)=I TINE(J)-2000 
TINE(J) = I TINE(J)/100.C
T I K E ( J ) = 1 . 3 G 6 S S G 7 * (T I N E (J )- A I N U T I « E ( J ) ) ) + A I N T ( T I M E ! J ))
I F ( : V E A R . E G . l S 7 4 ) T I M E ( J ) = 0 . 5 t 0 . 5 * J
ITIKE(J)=PREALP(J)
11 CONTI N U E
10 CONTINUE
1»’RIT£(G1; 104) (IALP( J)»J=1 flO)
104 FORMAT HOIS)
SPRITE (Sl»lC4)(ICM(J)»J=lrlO) 
i»,RITE(Sl, 105) ENROL 
105 FORMAT (F1Ö.0)
103 FGRKAT(2X,l5H FRCP. COUNTED 1,10FS.2)
107 FORMAT(2X,9X,SHTIKE .\SFS.2)
C RESET PREALP AND ?TOT 
DC S J=1,1Q 
PREALP(J)=C.O 
?7GT{J}=0.0 
S CONTINUE 
00 TC 1 
ES CONTINUE 
END 
{•EOS
1S77 NSw
BANKS 73115
2315 00.0 0010
07304 07504 05453 
22300 22330 23342 53 
27SZ3 27920 33452 41 
0:234 01234 01SS3 
5233S 59333 70540
223S 2233 2233
Cl 404 
32125 53 
27204 47 
05650 
01322 ' 
57703
BE.WELCNG 70373
BARTON
2043 2125 2143 2207 2207 2215
DEM 00055 01534 03014 05411 07135
LP 00372 05417 09492 1S373 20702
ALP 00435 05254 10234 1S33B 2537 7
INF 00022 00243 00432 00934 01195
TOT 00634 12440 23E52 423SS 5 4 70S
70323
20^2 2125 2143 220S 2233 2-TCI
00039 00526 00808 00231 01012
LP 00677 12344 22325 28 793 23724
ALP 00337 1164S 18718 21354 2420S
DE“ 00215 02339 03350 04532 05123
INF 00028 00531 00650 00225 01102
TOT 0202S 2723E 47271 53265 GO-244
41
APP£NDIX 3: PR0GRAM P0R FITTING REGRESS 10M MCDELS.
8 1 AS,*1000,150. 
rOUNT(SN=W5873G,VS:\=PxC511)
RZÜ JEST (7AFE15, »PF, S.\=CMSB736)
ATTACH(G,GENSrAT)
°FL,L=150.
G.
CATALOG(TAPE15,SEGG,ID=C*S)RC)izas
'REPE/-INE=5000,NID=200,NLN.*=200' BIAS
"FILE' RESG=15
‘UNITS' 510
"OAR I' 8 C ...42/54
'SY-ft’AT' VCU...43)54
'SCALAR' S V d . . . « )
'SCALAR' ENROL(1...2),P?(1,2)
'SCALAR' D ,Lr2EG.riE2,S5SjS3
'FOR' SVV=SV(1...42);000=00(1...43);3ETA=3l1...431
' READ/S, NuNrS'Rl 1,2) »Nid ,2)$10l 8),/
'READ' ENROL(I...2)
'RAGE'
'SCALAR' A L P d ...2)fCQUXTll.,.2)
'CALC' ALP(1...2),COUNT11...2) =SL!i1 {R d ,2),N (1,2))
'CALC' PPd,2)=ALPd,2)/C0UNTd - 2)
'CAlC' Pd,2)=p?(:,2)
'PRINT' PP(1,2)$10.4
'CALC' R d , 21=9(1,2)+0.0/Rd,2)
'CAlC' X(1,2)=CLV;M1,2))
'CALC' Xd,2)=Xd,2)-Nll,2)/2 
'CALC' a (1,2)=X(1,2)/ENROL(1,2)
'CALC' X2(l,2)=Xd,2)*X(l,2> :X3(l,2)=X2(l,2)*Xd,2)
'CAlC' R{1,2)=R(1,2)/N(1,2)
'SCALAR' 5AX=1.75
'OAR I' N ,COUNT,FITTED,RES ID,P,*,R ,X ,X2,X3S20 
'EQUATE' FITIED=R{1,2)
'EQUATE' N'=;\d ,2!
'EQUATE' M=N< 1,2) :CGUNT=CCU\Td,2)
'CALC' *=(l1-(\7COUNT))♦FITTED*(1 -FITTED)*N**GAK)/d N - 1)fN) 
'CALC' x-l/W
'EQUATE' P=?d,2) :-R=Rd,2) IX=X(1,2)IX2=X2(1,2).*X3=X3(1,2) 
'CALC' R=R-?
'TERTS/l '-L' R+X+X2+X3 
'Y' R
'FIT/PRI\=Z' X+X2+X31FOAL=rITTED
'c a l c ' f i t t e d =f :t t e d +p
'CALC' A=(d-(N/CCUNT))»FITTED*(1-FITIED)*.M**GAP! 11 f (N-1KV) 
'CALC' Vl=l/W 
'TER.T3/wT=w' R+X+X2+X3 
'Y' ;R
4 z
'i-"i7ANi}E‘;=;,?3iN=z'
'ADD/AXDEV=T»FRiN=Z' X+XZ+X3; 2£v'=DIDF^OESF
'CALC' SZ=D/DEGF
'W O R S T /P R I^ Z '  X3;DEV=D;DF=D£GF
'CALC' S 53=D /D £3r
'CA_C' SS=SSQ+O.OOQ1
'JUMP' U M S S .G T .S Z )
'CALC' S2=SE3
' a C R S T /P R - I ^ Z '  X2;DF=SE3.: ;DZV=D
'CALC' SS3--D/DEGF
'C ALC ' s s = s s a + o . o o o i
'JUMP' U M S S .G T .S 2 )
v d r 3 T / p .r ; n =z ' x
'L A 3 E L '  L
' a d o / p r ; m=z ' i c q e f ^ b e t a ; f v a l =f i t 7e d ; r e s =r e s i d ;'v Co v =v c c ; d £ vI=d i d f =d e c c
'CALC' SVV=D/DEGF 
'REPEAT'
' ° C T ' S U 3F *S V (1 . . , 4 3 ) , 0 ( 1 . . . 4 3 ) , V C ( 1 . . . 4 3 )
'3 A 0 E '  j?EGS$S'J3F 
'RUM'
o . c 1 3 0 1 .0  7 2 4 1 .0 7 2 2 3 .0 3 9 1 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 ? '  >4 . 0 1 0 4 5 4 .0
B S 5 . 0 2 4 0 0 . 0  2 1 3 8 .0 0 . 0 5 0 3 3 . 0 c . o 0 . 0 5 3 4 2 . 0 2 3 2 4 , 0 4 0 5 3 .0
0 . 0 2 0 2 4 . 0  1 3 1 3 5 .0 1 1 2 1 4 .0 1 2 2 2 .0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 • 3 3 4 2 . 0 1 7 3 2 3 .0
1 2 0 4 .0  5 1 8 3 . 0  1 7 8 4 5 .0  
S 2 0 3 S . Ö  6 Z 5 S 4 . 0
0 . 0 2 0 7 4 .0 0 . 0 o . o 1 0 7 3 7 . 0 7 1 2 1 . 0 E 0 5 3 . 0
4 7 8 . 0 2 0 0 3 . 0  1 1 2 3 5 .0 0 . 0 7 0 7 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 - 0 t ■> 4 3 1 1 . 0
2 5 4 3 .0 B 14 B . 0  1 2 1 5 7 .0 0 . 0 4 3 1 1 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 3 2 4 0 .0
7 4 7 .0 1S 1 5 6 .0  2 2 8 5 2 . 0 0 . 0 1 3 3 3 2 . 0 c . o 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 7 2 S 2 . 0
5 4 3 3 .0  1 6 3 2 0 . 0  2 5 4 3 3 . 0  
3 4 0 5 1 . 0  5 7 5 4 2 . 0
0 . 0 2 5 3 7 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 7 0 8 2 .0
APPENDIX C: PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING PREDICTED RESULT AND UA V JES.
R£SU77rP1000iT30.
M0UNT{SN=CMSS736,VSN=PMC511)
REQUEST (TAPE11,*PF, SN=C.M«S073G)
ATTACH < TAPE15,REGG,£D=CMSXRC.SN-CRSS736)
A"TACH(G fGENSTAT)
RFL,L=l00.
G.MlNRi_=80.
CATALOG(TAPElliRESU77-ID=CMSXRC)
*Z0S
'R£FE/LINE=3000,MD=500,KUNN=500' OUTCOME
'UMTS' $10
'FILE' REGG=15
'FILE' R£SU77=ll
'FETCH' REGG$SUBF
'GET/,ALL'SLBF
'NAHES' DIV=BANKS,BARTON»BENNELGNG.8ER0HRA, BLAXLAND, BRADFI ELD rCA-.CR*.
CHIFLEY,COOK,CQWPER,CUNNINGHAM,DUNDAS,EDEN.KONARQ,FARRER,
GRAYNDLER,GWYDIR,HUGHES,HUME,HUNTER,KINGS-SMITH,LOME,LYNE,
MACARTHUR,KACKELLAR,KACGUARIE,MITCHELL,NEWCASTLE,NEW.ENGLAND,NORTH.SYDNEY,
PARRAMATTA,PATERSON,PHILLIP,PRQSPECTrRIVERINA,REID,RICHMOND,ROBERTSON,
ST-GEORGE,SHORTLAND,SYDNEY,WARRINGAH,WENTWORTH,WERRIWA 
' SCALAR' NS IG, ENROL, COUNT, P1, P2, P3, P4, V W  (1... 10), XX (1... 10)
'SCALAR' GAM=1.75 
'SCALAR' BETAU...4)
'MATRIX' VRR$l,l
'OARI' 111 = 1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5
'VARI' W=20,40,50,50,50,50,SO,50,50,50
'CALC' W=1.0/W
'SCALAR' MV=0.00000
'MACRO' DERIV$
'CALC' B E T A U . ..4)=0 
'EQUATE' BETAU...NSIG)=3£TA 
'MATRIX' XKIlfNSIG 
'' CALCULATE EXPECTED RESULT ''
'CALC' EY=BETA(2>*X*X/2+SETA(3)*X*X*X/3+3ETA(4)*X*X*X*X/4
'CALC' EY=EY+9ETA(1)»X
'CALC' EY=EY/X
'CALC' SIAS=EY
'CALC' OUTCGME=OP-BIAS
"  CALC VARIANCE OF EXPECTED RESULT "
'EQUATE' XXU...10)=X
'FOR' VR=VVV(1...10);XW=XX(1...10)
'CALC' Pl=l :P2=XW/2 : P3=XWtX«/3 : P4=XU*X»*XU/4 
'EQUATE' XK=P1,P2,P3,P4 
'CALC' VRR=RSYMRI(XK;VCC)
'EQUATE' VR=VRR 
'REPEAT'
'ENDMACRQ'
'FOR' VCC=VC(1...43) 1 BETA=8(1... 43) ,*OUTCOME=OUT(1...43) I 
SS=SV(1...43) ;W=V(1.. .43) ;0P=0B5(1.. .43)
'READ/S,NUN=Q'R,N$F,10(G),/
'READ' ENROL 
'CALC' COUNT=SUM(.N)'c a l c ' r =c u h (R) :n =c u n (N):x =n /e n r g l:r =r+o/r :o p=r /n
'CALC' NSIG=KVAL(8ETA)
'USE/R' D E R M  
'EQUATE' VV=VW(1...1Q)
'CALC' W=REPMV(RV)
'CALC' W  = {W+ (SS«K))*ü -N /(0.95*£NR0L))
'CALC' VV=VV*(VV.GE.0.00001)+0.OOOOUKW.LT.0.00001) 
'CALC' Z=(OUTCChE-O.50)/SORT(VO)
'CALC' PRÖB-NPI(Z)
'CALC' SaVV=SQRT(VV)'PRINT/P' XiQP/SIASiOUTCOME;SQVV»PR0B$4(10.3)riO.S;10.3
'REPEAT'
'MATRIX' EXPECTED;VARIANr0BSER$43;10 
'EQUATE' EXPECTED=0UT(1...43) : V A R I A N T  1...43) 
.' C3SER=08S(1.. .43)
'PUT' SUBFN$EXPECTEDiVARIAN;OBSER;DIV
'SAVE' RESU77SSUBFN
'RUN'
4SI 5421 S31S S90S 0 S4S5 0 2525
872 11333 11265 18202 0 11648 0 4591
73115.
105S 11935 7980 3523 2535 0 0 0
2068 25387 18956 7853 4872 0 0 0
70923.
824 1082 4100 11519 0 1633 0 2226
2029 3491 11133 2SS05 0 4522 0 6482
0 6200 
0 10735
0 3428 
0 7244
0 3066 
0 8707
APPENDIX D: PROGRAM FÜR SWING ANALYSIS AND FOR PRODUCING SUMMARIES.
FIN77/P2000.
naUNT(SN=C«S873SiVSN=?RC511)
ATTACH(TAPE11,RESU77,ID=CHSXRC,SN=CMSB73B)
ATTACH(G,GENSTAT)
RFL,L=100.
G,
*E0S
'REFE/NID=200,NUNN=200' SUMMARY
'UMTS' $43
'FILE' RESU77=11
'FETCH' RESU77ISU3FN
'GET/,ALL' SUSFN
'FACTOR' TYPE$2
'READ' TYPE
'READ/S'ALP,LIB
'CAlC' PREV=ALP/(ALP+LI6)
'CALC' IT=FL0AT(TYPE)
'CALC' TT=7Tt(TT.NE.Z)
'SCALAR' BO,BIrC(l...lO)
'SCALAR' S2,DEGF,B2,B3 
'SYfIMAT' VMAT $3 
'VARI' B$3
' EQUATE' E (1...10)=EXPECT£D$(1,9X)43,X 
'EQUATE' 0(1...10)=UARIAN$(1,9X)43,X 
'PRINT/P' E(l,2)
'FOR' JJ=20,40;EE=E(1...Z);VV=V(1...2)
'SCALAR' DEF=0.018B 
'CALC' DEF=DEF/JJ 
'CALC' 00=REP,W(DEF)
'CALC' H=1/0V 
'CALC' E3=EE-PREU 
' TERM5/WT=W' EB+PREV+TYPE 
'Y' E8
'FIT/ANDEO=I'
'ADD/ANDEU=T' PREO+TYPE,'C0£F=31 VC0V=VKAT I D£V=S2 JDF=DEGF
'CALC' S2=S2/DEGF
'EQUATE' 30,31,32=8
'EQUATE' C(1...6)=WfflT
'CALC' EEE=B0+B1*PREV+B2*TT
'CALC' W V = C (1)^2*C{21*PREV+PREOtPREV*C(3)
'CALC' W V = W V + 2 * C (4)*TT+2*C(5J*PREV*TT+C(6)*TT*TT
'CALC' U0V=0VV+S2»VV
'CALC' VV=VV*EE/£E
'CALC' EEE=EEE+PREU
'CALC' EE=REPMV(EEE)
'CALC' VO=REPKV(UVU)
'PRINT' 3,UMAX,S2 
'REPEAT'
'PRINT/P' E d , 2,3),0(1,2)
'FOR' W=V(1...10);jj=20»40»50»50»50»B0,G0»50,50»50;EE=E(1...10);
PI=PR(1... 10)
'SCALAR' D£F=0.0168
'CALC' DEF=DEF/JJ :VV=R£?MV(DEF) :W=SQRT(W)
'CAlC' Z=(EE-0.50)/W 
'CALC' Pl-NPI(Z)
'REPEAT'
'SCALAR' SUMP! 1... 10)»VARP( 1... 10)
'CALC' V(1...10)=PRd...i0)*(i-PR(1...10))
'CAlC' SUf^ P(1... 10)-SLLy(PR( 1.. .10))
'CALC' VARP(1...10)=SUfi(V(1... 10))
'VARI' T,VT,UL,LL$10 
'VARI' TIME=1... 10
'EQUATE' T=SUHP(l...lO) : VT=VARP(1...10)
'CALC' Ul=T+1.9B*SQRT(VT)
'CALC' LL=T-1.9B*SGRT(VT)
'GRAPH' ULrT»LLJTIME 
'CAlC' E(1...10)=100*£(1...10)
'CAlC' PR(1...10)=100*PR(1...1Q)
'PRINT/P' DIV,Ed...10)$14,10(5)
'PRINT/P'DIV,PR(1...10)$14,10(5)
'PRINT/P' TIKE,T,ULiLL,VT$5,3(10.3),10.6 
'RUN'
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 7 ) 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
'ECO'
37558 28S13 24880 13012 3S057 13170 23825 487G7 25704 13737 42837 51 27272
20100 34128 24329 37000 255S5 43590 44853 29413 22993 371S2 24324 28780 20024
34S32 21177 13345 35033 25032 30148 39257 31334 41073 1S4S2 30558 23328 395G9 
34187 18383 24387 345S1 
'EOQ'
31229 35143 41223 47273 28233 55001 33388 3020S 35S03 36230 257*7 41273 34059
33419 27370 37111 25382 38577 20100 24048 334S9 38420 4347S 4G52S 33588 4Z84B
20250 38163 3S542 30385 38833 32903 28209 30504 23119 39594 32318 23S34 28877 
13422 41035 42344 25273 
'EDO'
'CLOSE'
'STOP'
APPENDIX EI TABLES ÜF: PREDICTED RESULTS AND PRÜBAÖIL  I T 11 : >-
(PROPORTIONS AND PROBABILITIES GIVEN AS PERCENTAGES) 
TABLE 1 ( A) :  1375 PREDICTED RESULTS.
T IN E 2 1 0 0 2 1 3 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 3 0 2 3 0 0 2 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 F IN
BANKS 53 52 52 52 52 52 cz r oW.> aL. 51 51 ' > H
BARTON 42 40 44 44 45 45 4 5 A 5 45 45
BENNELÜN 30 35 42 44 42 33 38 38 38 36
BEROWRA GO 33 33 29 30 30 30 30 30 28
BLAXLAND 61 64 53 GO 61 61 61 60 60 60
BRADFIEL 20 20 21 21 13 13 13 19 13 20
CALARE 33 36 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
CHIFLEY S3 61 S3 G3 61 61 62 62 62 62
COOK 37 33 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 42
CONFER 25 25 34 34 35 35 35 35 35 35
CUNNINGH 52 4L. 52 52 65 63 63 63 62 62
DARLING 70 43 43 64 56 53 59 61 61 58
EDEN-MQN 55 48 43 44 46 46 46 45 45 45
ELANS 28 43 46 4 7 47 48 47 47 47 43
FARRER 3G 23 32 31 32 n  r > 32 33 33 34
GRAYNDLE GS 63 68 68 63 63 69 63 63 63
G WV D IR 3G 40 40 33 38 38 33 33 39 37
HUGHES 51 57 58 53 53 59 59 58 58 53
HONE 43 43 42 33 33 41 4 1 43 43 43
HUNTER 67 72 72 68 68 68 69 63 63 68
K IM G S _ S M 60 g o ’ 50 57 57 53 60 00 GO 68
LANG 55 65 58 58 58 58 58 56 58 58
LOWE 40 40 41 42 42 41 41 41 41 41
LYNE 38 32 36 36 33 33 33 33 33 35
MACARTHU 46 53 53 53 46 46 46 A  5 46 46
MACKELLA 36 36 34 34 34 35 35 35 35 35
MACGUARI 61 43 47 46 46 49 49 43 48 43
MITCHELL 32 32 33 33 40 40 40 37 37 3 7
NEWCASTL 61 61 64 64 64 64 64 63 S3 63
NEW-ENGL 33 36 33 34 34 34 36 36 37 37
NORTH.SY 19 27 35 35 35 33 33 32 32 33
PARRAMAT 35 42 39 33 33 33 40 42 42 42
PATERSON 33 40 40 42 4 3 43 43 43 43 43
P H I L L I P 53 53 47 48 48 47 4 7 47 47 48
PROSPECT 55 43 55 57 57 57 57 58 58 58
R IV E R IN A 38 44 43 39 38 38 37 37 37 38
REID S5 83 63 SO 59 53 60 60 60 GO
RICHMOND 28 r>qaL. u.1 29 32 33 33 33 33 33 33
ROBERTSO 63 58 55 52 52 52 C l - o 53 53 51
ST-GEÜRG 51 51 49 47 47 4 7 47 50 50 50
SHORTLAN 57 62 53 53 53 59 53 53 53 53
SYDNEY 62 67 71 74 74 73 73 73 72 73
WARRINGA 31 32 32 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
WENTWORT 17 2 4 16 ' } 4.. 32 33 33 30 30 30
WERRIWA 39 56 53 GO 53 53 59 61 61 GO
4 o
TABLE 1 ( B ) :  1375  ESTIMATED P R O B A B IL IT IE S  OF LABOR PARTY GA
TIME 2 1 0 0  2 1 3 0  2 2 0 0  2 2 3 0  2 3 0 0  2 3 3 0 0 0 0 0  0 1 0 0  0 2 0 0 F IN
BANKS 100 7G 35 95 33 04 94 73
33 ; Oo '
BARTON 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o 0
BENNELON 13 13 14 15 4 0 0 0
0 0
BEROWRA 81 7 8 0 0 o 0 0 0
0
BLAXLAND 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1 00 100t \
100
BRADFIEL 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0
U
GALARE 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u
CHIFLEY 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
100
I'l
COOK 0 0 0 u o o 0 0 0
Ü
COWPER Q 0 o o o 0 o o 0
o
GUNN INCH 53 S 1 62 S'? 100 100 100 100 100
100
DARLING ' 33 46 46 93 31 92 38 88 93
100
EDEN-MON S3 40 9 3
n *"7 2 o o u
EU ANS 0 1 3 5 1 1 0 0 0
0
.■X
FARRER 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0
GRAYNDLE 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
100 
f“s
GWYDIR 0 o o 0 o 0 o 0
0 u
HUGHES 53 83 SB 88 100 100 100 100 100
100
HUME 17 5 1 0 o 0 0 0
0
HUNTER 72 93 1 00 100 100 100 100 100 100
1 00
K INGS-SM 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
100 100
LANG 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
100
LOWE 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
LYNE 20 5 9 3 0 o 0 0 0
0
MACARTHU 35 82 83 83 24
/-•> o 23 7 7 0
m a c k e l l a 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 u
MACQUARI 3G 4 5 27 14 14 31 31 28
23 0
r>
MITCHELL 11 7 a 8 3 5 4 0 0
V
NEWCASTL 3S 38 100 1 00 100 10( 1 00 100 1 00
1 00
NEW-ENGL 7 '7 0 0 0 ( 0 0
0 0
NORTH-SY 0 o u 0 0 ( 0 0 0
V
PARRAMAT 1 1 18 4 1 1 0 0 A
U
PATERSON 7 12 10 7 3 1 1 0 Ü
P H I L L I P 83 88 9 20 2 3 0 0
u u
PROSPECT 83 34 93 100 100 10! 100 100 100 1 00
R IU ER IN A 4 13 3 0 o ( 0 0 0
kJ
REID 100 100 100 100 100 10< 100 100 100 10 0
RICHMOND o 0 0 0 0 0 0 o
0
RÜÖERTSG 3G 38 31 78 78 8( 80 9 7 37
97
ST-GEORG 64 88 28 o 0 0 28
28 62
SHORTLAN 74 98 36 98 99 10 ) 100 100 100 1 00
SYDNEY 93 100 100 100 100 10 ) 100 100 100 1 00
WARRINGA 3 1 1 0 0 ) 0 0 o uA
WENTWORT 17 15 0 4 1 1
o o (_)
WERRIWA 9 87 3 7 39 93 1 0 0  100 100 100 10 0
SEAT
TABLE 2 ( A ) :  197 7  PREDICTED RESULTS.
TIME 2 1 0 0 2 1 3 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 3 0 2 3 0 0 2 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 F IN
BANKS 54 50 54 53 53 52 52 52 52 : > •’
BARTON 44 43 4B 45 4G 4G 46 4G 4G 4 6
BENNELON 3S 35 w  w 38 38 38 38 38 38 37
BERGWRA 53 53 28 28 OA— w J 30 30 30 □  0 30
BLAXLAND 52 SO G1 G2 G2 S2 G2 S2 G2 G2
BRADFIEL 31 23 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
CALARE 35 44 35 42 42 42 43 44 44 4 5
C H IFLEY G2 GG 67 S7 GG GG GG G7 G7 G7
COOK 43 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
COWPER 4 0 40 39 37 37 37 37 37 37 3S
CUNNINCH S3 4 7 58 G1 G2 S2 61 61 61 G1
DUNDAS 50 42 42 40 4 0 40 40 41 41 40
EDEN.MON 49 39 44 44 45 45 45 4S 4G 4G
FARRER 27 37 3G 35 35 34 34 34 34 34
GRAYNDLE 53 58 G2 G4 G3 S3 G3 G3 S3 G2
GWYD IR 33 34 34 33 33 35 35 35 35 37
HUGHES S I GG GG 61 S i S I 61 61 S I G1
HUME 33 37 5G 44 4 0 40 4 2 42 42 41
HUNTER G 4 71 G9 71 71 71 G9 G7 G7 GG
KINGS.SM 75 G8 G8 G7 G7 8 7 67 67 G7 G7
LOWE 33 41 4 4 4 4 4G 4G 4G 45 45 44
LYNE 39 24 42 y i '"y 43 43 42 39 39 33
MACARTHU 39 41 .  42 44 43 43 44 4G 46 48
MACKELLA 3G 4G 37 33 3G 35 35 35 35 3G
MACQUARI 39 ocvv J  w-/ 47 48 48 48 49 4 9 49 49
MITCHELL 34 29 21 22 28 28 ' ?  QA .  uJ 30 30 32
NEWCASTL 72 72 70 70 70 GG G4 G4 B4 G4
NEW-ENGL 17 34 37 33 39 33 38 37 37 37
NORTH.SY 35 33 29 31 31 SI 3 i 31 31 32
PARRAMAT G5 G1 53 5G 5G 57 57 5 7 57 5S
PATERSON 21 32 33 38 39 38 38 38 38 38
P H I L L I P 51 50 49 48 40 48 47 47 47 43
PROSPECT S3 59 G2 S i G1 SI G1 GO GO GO
R IU E R IN A 50 50 38 38 47 47 51 51 51 50
REID 57 G5 G4 G3 G4 64 G4 G3 G3 bo
RICHMOND 27 30 34 3G 3G 3S 35 35 35 35
ROBERTSÜ 55 4 7 51 52 52 53 53 52 52 53
ST.GEORG 51 42 49 48 48 43 48 43 48 48
SHÜRTLAN SO 5G GO 53 59 s i 61 61 GO GO
SYDNEY 72 75 74 74 74 74 74 74 74 73
WARRINGA 31 27 2 7 20 2 9 '•? aA. Wi • > aA— W 29 29 29
WENTWORT 39 4 1 oW  A— 34 3G 4 0 40 38 38 3G
WERRIWA 58 48 58 G 1 82 G2 GO 61 E l GO
TABLE 2 ( B ) :  1977  ESTIMATED P R O B A B IL IT IE S  OF LABOR PARTY 6 A 1 E  \
TIME 2 1 0 0 2 1 3 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 3 0 2 3 0 0 2 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 F IN
BANKS 77 55 90 89 89 32 92 95 95 1 00
BARTON S 38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BENNELOM 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o
BERÜWRA SO 04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BLAXLAND 7G 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
BRADFIEL 0 o o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0
CALARE 0 4 o 0 0 o 0 0 0 0
CHIFLEY 97 1 00 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
COOK 3 0 0 o 0 0 0 o 0 0
COWPER 5 2 0 0 o o 0 0 0 0
CUNNINGH 8S 35 93 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
DUNDAS 48 17 15 3 3 2 o 0 o 0
EDEN_MON 47 8 15 15 10 8 8 n n 0
FARRER 1 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 0 0
GRAYNDLE 82 88 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
GWYD IR 0 0 0 o 0 o o 0 0 0
HUGHES 90 100 * 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
HUME O •n 93 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
HUNTER 94 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
KINGS-SM 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
LOWE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
LYNE 12 o 8 /.[ 7 s 1 0 o 0
MACARTHU 14 5 3 4 1 1 2 4 2 0
MACKELLA 0 5 0 0 o 0 o 0 0 0
MACGUARI 8 3 28 30 30 23 23 25 25 10
MITCHELL 13 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NEWCASTL 100 100 100 100 1 0 0 100 100 100 100 100
NEW-ENGL o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0
NQRTH-SY G 0 o o 0 o 0 0 0 0
PARRAMAT 87 88 87 93 83 99 100 99 99 100
PATERSON 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0
P H I L L I P 58 49 2 4 15 12 3 iX 0 0 0
PROSPECT 98 97 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
RIVER INA 51 51 r> r.r*— w* 23 53 53 58 59
REID 95 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
RICHMOND 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o
ROBERTSO 79 n  o 85 88 75 90 90 33 88 100
ST-GEQRG 58 o 27 1 1 G 4 ' V > 3 3 0
SHGRTLAN 88 87 38 90 100 100 100 100 100 100
SYDNEY 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
WARRIN G A 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 0 0
WENTWORT IS 12 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
WERRIWA 78 39 95 99 100 100 1 00 100 100 100
SEA
